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EdMuse Selects the Logo of its Product "ID Pocket"!
~Correctly proving your identity and information anytime, anywhere~
EdMuse Inc. (Headquarters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Keisuke Fukui, hereinafter referred to as "EdMuse")
has received many proposals for the design of the logo of its digital blockchain-powered product for
verifying identity, "ID Pocket". On the 31st of March, the company held a logo selection meeting.

Applications for the "ID Pocket" logo were submitted on CrowdWorks, Japan's largest crowdsourcing site,
with a total of 84 applications. The company will publish them one by one as soon as the logo is
confirmed.

The ID certification system "ID Pocket" is a product that uses blockchain to store the encrypted value
(hash value) of certificates received directly from the issuing authorities.

"ID Pocket" allows verifying one’s identity and proving different kinds of personal information that
previously existed on paper. By digitizing verification procedures using blockchain, one will be able to
correctly identify himself / herself anytime, anywhere.

【About the product offered by EdMuse (ID Pocket)】
With the decline in the working population, Japan has been revising its domestic immigration policy for

foreigners, including the Immigration Control Act. However, one can witness a growing problem of fake
residence cards and falsified information on educational or career background, with the number of

cases depending on the sphere of work and the form of employment. There is an urgent need to reduce

the costs of collecting information on educational qualifications and a need to use less human resources
and time for authenticity determination. It is also crucial to address illegal employment, as the number
of visas and residence permissions is increasing and the verification procedures are getting more and
more complicated.

ID Pocket offered by EdMuse can reduce the costs required for the complicated examination procedures
and authenticity determination. High tampering detectability makes it possible to prevent
misrepresentation of educational background and career, and implement centralized management of
information on educational qualifications held by the applicants for a residence permit.

【About EdMuse Inc.】
EdMuse Inc. proposes client-oriented measures for DX adoption by providing the best solutions, mainly
those based on DLT(blockchain). The company name "EdMuse" combines the words “education” and

“amuse”, and transmits the idea of making an impact on society by enjoying both one’s studies and work.
The company advocates deeper life-long learning and encourages prompt reaction to the
transformations of the social environment.
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